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NeuroART AWARD 
 
1. Each artistic work can be submitted by one or more authors being the main author always a 

SENC member with current annual fee paid. Each applicant can submit a maximum of two 
creations. The artistic works should be original scientific-related images (photos, images, 
drawings, paintings, compositions ...) or video directly related to the Nervous System not 
awarded previously in other scientific or artistic contest. Images and videos must be 
accompanied by a brief title, the author/s name and an explanatory text of a maximum of 50 
words in Word format.  
 

a. Image format: tiff, jpg, pdf, minimum 300 ppi.  
b. Video format: m4v or mov, maximum duration of 60 s. 

 
2. NeuroART award will be reviewed by an evaluation committee assigned by the SENC executive 

board. The evaluation criteria will be according to the score of 0-5 (0 = minimum, 5 = maximum). 
The artistic works with the highest score in each modality (image and video) will be awarded with 
the First Prize, and the works with the second-best evaluation of each modality will be awarded 
with the Second Prize. 
 

3. The award will consist of a free registration fee for attending either the next SENC Biennial 
Meeting or the next Cajal Conference. Moreover, a scholarship for attending the activity will be 
included (350 € for the First Prize and 200 € for the Second Prize). The main SENC-member will 
receive the award unless the authors decide otherwise. Anyhow, the awarded must be an active 
SENC member. 

 

4. The awarded applicants commit themselves to accept the NeuroART regulations and to grant the 
copyright to SENC for institutional objectives and advertising media. 

 

5. The artistic works will be sent through the Private Members Area of the SENC website 
(https://www.senc.es/private-area/). The call is open from February 26th to March 17th. 

 

6. The NeuroART SENC committee will inform to the awarded applicants by email and SENC website 
(www.senc.es) before April 5th. 

 

7. The awarded works will be displayed in the NeuroART section of the SENC website 
(https://www.senc.es/private-area/). All submitted works will be compiled in a video that it will 
be displayed on the SENC Youtube Channel (https://www.youtube.com/SENCVIDEOS). 
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